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The ,t.
"Raved Star"
by

H.LKATCER

In this century very few Philatelists have had
the great fortune and indescribable thrill to
make a discovery of what in their particular
"world" is of gigantic proportions, even if
they spent a life-time with their stamps. I
am one of those few and hasten to add that
even today I cannot believe this happened to
me. When such a thing happens it does so out
of the blue; it happens quietly; it happens if the reader can imagine that particular
moment - in "slow motion" and I am glad that
moment was not captured on film - I am sure
my expression was that of a prize idiot!
Let me describe how it occured: For many
months ( and this is not an exception) unsorted
material remains in my safes. This is
particularly the case when the stamps are not
needed for stock or contain items not immediately required. One such lot was an
accumulation, among other things, of Postage
Dues and knowing that since the death two years
ago of my dear friend Fred Hilliard the early
Postage Due stock had not been touched by
anyone, I decided to put it in order. When
sorting these stamps one first divides them
into "blues", "blue-greens" and "other greens".
The next step is to sort the blues into
ordinary and granite papers and the third
step, as for as "blues" are concerned, to sort
them into Types I and II. (The "greens" will
be treated according to shade etc. but this
is not part of our story).
Accordingly I proceeded to make piles on my
desk. Several times I handled the same
stamps in this process. I even remember
making a further pile of stamps that needed
washing. Then came the sorting into '.'slues
and this is when the incredible thing
happened. One of the rayed star 1 cent stamps
looked distinctly odd on its pile. Little
wonder - it was not a 1 cent but a 5!: Maybe
15 seconds elapsed before I did anything.
Then I called Frank (Wing Commander R.F.
Bulstrode) into my office and said: "look what
some joker did, he removed the 1 and painted
a 5 over it. Whoever did it, did a fantastic
job, there is no trace of an alteration. Can
Lou see one?".
Frank looked and he said he could not and that

it must be a joke. I then said that we could
soon find out by putting the stamp under the
ultra violet lamp. We did. There was nothing
to show any alteration. We turned it over
no sign on the back either. The control mark
was clearly visible and after testing in
Benzine and water we both began to feel somewhat shaky. Perforations were compared, paper
texture under high magnification and we came
to the conclusion that the postmark was
genuine and went over the figure 5. I thought
I recognised it as BISSONE, but although this
would fit beautifully it was subsequently
found that town did not have this type of
cancellation at that period of time. (The
matter was later resolved after half of
Switzerland was searching for the answer. The
postmark is BISSEGG in the Thurgau and had
until then not been recorded, the only 'clown
example of the postmark being in private hands).
I telephoned one or two experts in Switzerland
and to cut a long story short the "thing" was
sent across the Channel for the most rigorous
examination possible. After searching in the
Postal archives and at the printers, not to
speak of chemical tests, the stamp was proved
genuine in every respect and prounounced the
rarest stamp of Switzerland. (It has been
likened to the famous British Guyana lc. but
experts sere quick to point out that the Britis
Guyana is badly damaged, while Switzerland's
rarest stamp is in perfect condition. Others
mentioned the Sweden 3 Skilling Banco of which
also only one copy exists). At this point
everybody agreed how rare and valuable my
find was - but why was it issued and how did
it get to the tiny little Post Office of
Bissegg where it was used? After 101 years
since its issue some of these questions will
probably never be answered with certainty.
Theories however abounded and inundated the
offices of Messrs. Zumstein, where my good
friend Max Hertsch had done all the research
on this stamp. I shall always be grateful
to him for the valuable time he has given me
with this stamp when time is one of his most
precious commodities. This is not to devalue
the help given by other experts such as
W. Liniger and P.Guinand.
Before we discuss some of the suggested
theories, let us first say what we definitely
know about the printing of the 1878 Postage
Due series.
1). All values were to have the rayed star
centre. 2). the stamps were printed in two
separate but immediately following processes:
first frames (with rayed star centre) then,
in a different shade of blue, the value
figures. 3). 250 clichés only were ordered
and delivered. This enabled the printers to
(Continued on page 12)
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the cover we illustrate here raises several
entertaining points and has led to some interesting research.
The large "T" cancellation is listed by Emmenegger as a Telegraph mark, No. 820, first used
in 1877; but this cover was posted in August
1876, fully confirmed on the back by transit
and arrival marks; and the "T" is beyond question a "Tax" mark, properly accompanied by a
Swiss "10" in red showing 10c. due.
London
confirmed this with a manuscript "4" showing
either four farthings or four pence to pay.
The discovery of such early items and the knowledge that the history of the "T" cancels is
continuous for over a century is one of the
things that makes their study so fascinating to
collectors.
To bring the story up-to-date we
show a modern item with the "T" still in just
the same style.
"T Dues" have of course become very popular and
are sought after not only by collectors of
modern stamps but also by those wishing to show
the history of Swiss postal usage through the
ages.
Even if you have none, or only a few
examples in your collection, it is not too late
A few
to add a page or two to your album.
Special Offers below will enable prospective
collectors to do this at a considerable saving
over their single prices.
The collections
contain not only the large double lined "T"
strikes but also a few of the small circular
ones.
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Thus we have gone full circle: the "T" strike
came into use in 1876, two years before postage due stamps came into being.
Use of it

continues to this day, twenty-five years after
postage due stamps were discontinued.

Red Cross
Frank Stamps

By R.F. BULSTRODE

It is hard enough to discover the origin and printing details, including
numbers issued, of many early
officially issued postage stamps.
When it comes to such issues as the Red
Cross Frank Stamps issued in Switzerland in 1870/71 to help the interned
French troops of General Bourbaki's
army, the problems seemed insoluble.
The illustration reproduced here, dated
31st August 1870 shows that some at
least were lithographed by Emanuel
Hindermann of Basel and gives the numbers printed in the particular delivery
concerned.
It is not always possible
to identify each type of stamp as details are lacking in this bill, but
some are clearly recognisable.
The first two lines show that 200 large
"Bandagen" and 500 small ones were
printed with stamps - evidently the
green one, Cat. No. 1A on linen, the
red print mentioned being the oval with
the instruction that it was for use
with laundry.
The total price for the
700 including supply and printing came
to S.Fr.15.The next two items are
600 letter headings in French, red
cross and black inscription on complete
sheets and 720 on half sheets.
Next
comes 300 "etiquettes" printed on
gummed paper with large red cross and
black inscription which might be any of
the Red Cross seals since they are described as labels and the bi-coloured
stamps are specifically noted as being
oval.
Since the metal punch for the oval
stamp cost S.Fr.5.50, it would be interesting to know how much was charged
for the one for the arc-rouletted items
- probably a much more expensive tool.
The sizes mentioned for the "labels" on
or for fabric strips seem to apply to
the strips rather than the stamps, as
only one size of stamp is known on the
strips.
A copy of No.IIIa, in my
collection, for "Strasbourg-Lausanne",
in carmine-red, has a hole in one corner which looks as if a thread has
been pulled through it, and on its
back are some blue threads, not part
of the paper but in the contemporary
colour of French army uniform; could
this have been attached to a bundle of
prisoner's laundry?
We are indebted to Mr. Raymond Pittier
of Olten for the opportunity to write
up this fascinating document.

Swim

By R.F.Bulstrode
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(Cont`d. from Nos.73/75)

Since the last article under this heading some
fascinating Progress Proofs and an Essay of
Pro Juventute issues have provided some
surprises. A set of Progress Proofs of the
1919 issue, the existence of which was not
generally known, has shown interesting details
of the development of the stamps, especially
in the case of the 71c. showing the arms of
Nidwalden. There are separate prints of the
outer frame and of the central shield bearing
Nidwalden's double key; then comes a print
of these two together but still without the
block frame to the shield, which makes the
design lose impact. Next comes a print of the
three plates correctly assembled but with the
whole of the black background around the stamp
still not cleared away; in fact the black
partly overlaps the design, making the stamp
seem to peer out of a black hole. Another
corner copy, still on paper without the buff
background of the issued stamps and lacking
the black frame hears markings apparently used
by the printer to get the register correct,
Finally a print of the stamp as issued but on
thick unwatermarked paper.

The other two values, showing the arms of Vaud
and Obwalden, received similar treatment
except that no "state" of the black frame has
been seen; could the same plate have been
used for the frames of all three values?
The 40c. of 1921, showing Albert of Austria
and Wilhelm Tell has provided a surprise in

that a second Essay is now found to exist for
the shield bearing the Swiss Cross, in
addition to the one mentioned in part 6 of
this article and for clarity we repeat the
illustration. Neither is as issued, and in
the first one the cross is quite wrongly
shaped with long narrow arms. In the second
effort the cross is about the right shape but
too small, whereas on the issued stamp it is
of the legal shape and occupies the shield
properly. In each Essay the frame is
identical with the issued version. But what
made the artist produce the first cross so
unlike the one which had been legally enforced
since 1848?
Next we come to the High Values of 1914.
Examination of the very rare die proofs of the
Fr 5.- and Fr 10.- pictorial stamps has led to
an interesting query. Both are superb prints
in red on while card. The Fr 10.-, showing
Helvetia and the Jungfrau, shows every detail
exactly as on the issued stamp with the
exception of the designer's and engraver's
names, E.Grasset and J.Sprenger, which are
massing. By contrast the Fr 5.-, showing the
lake of Lucerne and the Rütli, is complete in
every detail including the names of the same
designer, E.Grasset and A, Burkhard who
engraved this value.
Why should two die
proofs of identical printing style and on
identical card, probably produced at the
Landestopographie, Bern, differ in this
respect? The Fr 3.- die proof has been seen
but there has not yet been a chance of checking
the details.
Finally for this instalment I would like to
mention two interesting Essays, apparently
dating from around 1880 to 1895. These
emanate from the lithographic firm of Hofer and
Burger of Zürich and are of superb quality and
are the artist's hand-drawn and painted
originals. Both are in black with a light grey
surround. The 2c. value includes the word
"FRANCO" above the value tablet and the Swiss
Cross shows a spot at its centre which was
evidently the artist's point of origin for the
circular frame which includes a star for each
Swiss canton. The 10c. shows the face of
Helvetia, surrounded by 22 "Cantonal Stars"
but lacking the inscription "FRANCO". Both
would have made handsome stamps had they been
issued.
(To be continued)

PHILATELIC CRIMES
of the
past
Those who had the mixed pleasure of sorting
through collections originating in the
nineteeth century can get some idea of the
revolting treatment to which innocent stamps
were subjected by our philatelic forebears.
In my Father's collection, started around 1890,
there were stamps first mounted - not by him with sealing wax: Hore up-to dote collectors
used glue, which often produced chemical
effects not much appreciated nowadays. Then
came the use of gummed paper - sometimes pretty
thick - folded over and used to mount the stamp
by its middle; as albums were then usually
kept lying down under enough '.weight to flatten
creased stamps this form of "mount" certainly
left its impression. To reach today's position
of using hinges which are thin, chemically
safe, peelable and properly applied at the top
of the stamp, has taken quite a long time.
Many early collectors had the habit of cutting
the perforations off stamps because they were
not part of the design and looked untidy!
When it came to early Swiss issues the 2½Rp.
"Winterthur" of 1851 was the worst sufferer
since the pattern dividing the stamps offended
the tidy-minded who cut if off - hence the
close-cut no-margined copies around and the
fact that nowadays purchaser:: of well-margined
copies want a certificate that the stamps and
its margins started life together:
The "Improvement" of Rayon II's and, more
remarkably Rayon I's by the addition of a
black frame to the cross is usually a more
modern effort, as the early collectors did not
generally realise the rarity of the fullyframed variety. ?ut what made people add a
SLACK frame to the 1851 issue of the Rayon I,
$e turning it into o three colour print?
The "Strubels" of 1854-62 were easy prey for
those who dug holes in the back to fin, out
the colour of the silk thread, never taking
the easy course of looking at the ends, which
usually gives the answer. A modern problem
for the green-threaded specimens is the water
of Geneva, now known to turn these threads
yellow when used for washing the stamps.
Sometimes the senders of !Letters were guilty
of strange philatelic crimes. How about a
cover bearing a 40Rp. Strubel, with an
attractive plate flaw, decorated by the sender
with a rectangular frame and a caricature of
Helvetia all in jet black Indian ink? It is
only beaten by a whole collection recently seer
in which the owner had over-painted every
single postmark in Indian ink!

Perhaps we should consider ourselves lucky
that one can still find early material which
escaped the attention of these 19th century
vandals. x

Flying Tellboy

Switzerland's first two Air Mail stamps,
issued in 1919 and 1920, were the 50c. and 30c.
Helvetia with Sword type overprinted in red
with a winged wheel and propellor. Both stamps
lost their validity on 1st March 1923, but
until 1979 it was not realised that any proofs
of the overprint existed.
Then came the surprise. In the archives of
thefirm responsible for making the clichés
for the overprint was found a total of 34
Tell-boy stamps of 22c and 3c. values bearing
the overprint in various colours. One of our
illustrations shows the 22c. with the overprint in black;
it also exists in the issued
red, orange-red and brown-red. More
astonishing, se-tenant pairs were found with
the overprints in different colours as well
as with and without overprint. An edge-ofsheet example was found with one overprint on
the stamp and one on the sheet margin'.
The use of the 22 c and 3c. stamps, which were
the some size as the issued 30c, and 50c.,
shows a nice sense of economy; why use more
expensive material for proofs?
Those of us who were lucky enough to see the
entire find felt that we had seen one of the
most spectacular discoveries for many years.
Mr.Katcher immediately decided to acquire
for his specialist clients the few copies he
needed and these are now housed in the
collections of a few proud owners. Illustrations by courtesy of the Berner Briefmarken
Zeitung. x
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Those Delicious Swiss Revenues, or
A Delectable Discovery
M.N. Thaler

Do not fear - I do not recommend that you eat
any of the Swiss revenue stamps, but I maintain
that collecting them is like finding a new and
delicious piece of cheese. One savours everything about it and wonders whether anyone else
has found it and appreciated it.
You see, inasmuch as revenue stamps are not
issued for collectors, it is rare that the Cantons or Municipalities make any effort to keep
the technical records of colour, perforation,
number issued, paper varieties or variations in
typography.
As a matter of fact it is even
unusual for the identification of the printers
to be of record in the issuing office.
Thus - the field is wide open for discoveries,
and I say that very few serious collectors have
NOT found new stamps, varieties and even issues
never before known.
Look at the illustrations accompanying this
story.
Those are stamps for the "timbres impot" of the city of Neuchatel.
I got them
from a friend in Lausanne and recently established to my own satisfaction that they are
unique.
If any of you have any or have seen
them, please let us know.
So far my research
and correspondence has turned up very little,
but whatever that is I'm passing on to you.
The city of Neuchatel has a small income or
similar tax which the inhabitants must pay
yearly.
I don't know how long this has been
going on, but it's common in the larger towns.
In 1953 the city fathersdecided that if the tax
were paid in advance before the 31st July they
would allow a discount of 2% and later this was
increased to 3%.
Starting in 1965, someone got the idea of
selling the taxpayers stamps to be stuck into a
little folder (carnet) much like the war
savings stamps and folders we had in the U.S.
When presented to the city treasurer the stamps
would be cancelled and the amount credited with
a discount of whatever percent was current at
The system was discontinued in 1975.
the time.
I acquired four of these folders, all identical
The
but bearing stamps from 1974 and 1975.
1974 folders contained 5, 20 and 50 franc
stamps, these being the only denominations that
The 1975 folder contained
were ever produced.

5 franc stamps.
All the folders had printing
data reading "632.8.65 10 000".
The first
number may represent the ordinance or statute,
but the other numbers I read to mean that ten
thousand of these folders were printed in
August 1965.
Since the 1975 folder that I
have is identical to the 1974 folder (except
for an overlabel raising the discount) it must
mean that none was ever reprinted.
There had to be three values with year overprints for each year.
That means a total of
30 stamps assuming no varieties of printing,
perforation, colour, etc.
Each folder held 30
stamps and obviously all were not filled.
Assuming that all folders were used in the ten
years that stamps were sold, there could only
have been 1,000 folders and about 20,000 stamps
inclusive of all denominations issued each
year.
Ten years - 200,000 stamps.
But the
programme was voluntary and petered out because
money was not that easy to come by in 1975 in
Switzerland, so, the total that could have been
issued would have to be about 100,000 stamps.
When redeemed, the city destroyed the cards
stamps and all, and when the programme was
withdrawn, everything remaining was also
dumped.

I don't know where my
buddy in Vaud got these
documents but they are
fascinating.
All are
hyphen perf except the
1975.
All are lithographed on white paper
in two colours with
year date printed in a
third colour.
The
1974 overprints are in
blue; the 1975 overprint is in black.
We have no information on the perforations or
overprint colours of the stamps issued from
We don't even know for sure
1965 to 1973.
whether these are identical to the basic
stamps of those years; we assume so.
It is certainly advisable to watch for these
stamps, but, unlike many stamped documents which
are retained in civilian records and files,
these documents were turned in to the city
We have
treasurer and most likely destro y ed.
been advised that the tax officials of Neuchatel
city have no other information on these stamps.

CANTONAL

BY M.N.THALER
(Continued)
THOSE LITTLE NUMBERS & THE
BEAR'S TAIL & THINGS
This article and the one on the preceding
page have been reprinted from "The American
Revenuer".
I didn't mean to leave you breathlessly waiting for the answer to the mystery of the socalled micro-numerals, I was just gathering
information and the deadline passed for the
last issue. The Editor was very nice about it
- I told him that I got stuck in a pot of fondue. Don't know whether he believed me.
The "oracle" came through but only with a part
answer. The theory is that there were five
types of stomps transferred to the lithographer's stone making up the complete plate
for the sheets of the 1880 and 1881 Bern
stamps. The K in the opposite panel is certainly the initial of the printing establishment that produced the stamps, this being
Kummerly & Frey. Bolder in 1903, the entire
name (of the senior partner?) can be found on
those stamps. But coming back to the little
numbers we'd be happier to see an entire sheet
of these numbered stamps. From pairs that I
have in my collection, the stamps in rows
carry the some number, the stomps in columns
are sequenced downward.
There are many of these stamps with nothing in
the right hand panel and a definite microdot
in the lower left hand corner of the left
panel. What this represents I cannot even
guess.
The "oracle" tells me that there is no listing
of the Little Numbers anywhere - so there's a
project for one of you.
I'll try to get my
own listing together in the future, but don't
wait for it.
Now - speaking of Bern stamps, the regular
revenues of 1892 to 1902 come with microdates
on the foliage of the coat of arms, as we all
know. And the leaves are oak and laurel, but
sometimes the oak is on the left and sometimes
en the right. Schaufelberger calls the oak

foliage the "eichenlaub" so you'll know. The
dates are only on the oak leaves.
And the bear himself provides another little
item to watch for in the Bern stamps. Sometimes his tail is just short and sometimes
seems to disappear altogether.
For those of you who haven't a Schaufelberger
or a Forbin, I am illustrating examples of all
of these stamps so you can recognize and identify them.
Finally I suggest that you keep your eye peeled for oddballs in the Bern stamps. All of
the microdates may not be listed; some of the
ones with values printed in a different colour
have been double printed; there may be some
with inverted prints; the perforations may not
follow the catalogue listings; etc. And the
early ones had watermarks which were printed
every which way including upside down.
%

SWISS
'GUARDED) TRAIN"
MAIL
By WING COMMANDER R.F.BULSTRODE, O.B.E.
The article in this publication Nos. 76/77/78
of 1979 was reproduced in various philatelic
journals in the United States and in Europe.
Its reproduction in the "Berner Briefmarken
Zeitung" No. 4/79 by Zumstein of Bern has led
to particularly interesting correspondence,
some from people who were members of the train
crews and some from passengers.

9mm or
11mm ??
A few months ago we supplied a pair of No.522
to a very keen and observant client. S22 is of
course the pair with large central hole which
measures 11m/m. The some Tell stamps in gutter
pair 526 should on the other hand have a
central hole measuring only 9m/m. Our client
observed that the hole on the pair we supplied
actually measured 10m/m and queried the
discrepancy.

It is well known that forgeries exist of the

rare !arge hole pairs 519 and 521 by clever
"conversion" from the much cheaper small hole
pairs 528 and S32 and our client was quite
justifiably apprehensive that a similar "slight
of hand" was in evidence with the S22.
A letter published in BBZ No. 10/79 has revealed the existence of another type of train
Details ore
escorted by Swiss personnel.
given of a postcard franked with a Czechoslovakian stamp and posted in Czechoslovakia to
Basel in April 1920.
In addition to the postmark the card bears a red rubber stamp reading,
in two lines, "Emigrantenzug No.
21/Schweiz-Polen" surmounted by the Swiss Cross on a rayed
background.
Questions raised by this card are fascinating.
In spite of enquiries at official levels, where
records are absent, they so far remain unWhat
answered.
Who were the "emigrants"?
nationality were they and had they been interned in Switzerland during the first world
war, or were they in transit via Switzerland?
Who were the escorts - military, Red Cross or
civilian?
Has any reader a card or cover bearing a comparable cancellation? We should be delighted
if we could examine such items, or photocopies
of them, and help the Swiss to solve their own
historical problems.*

Before sending out such material we naturally
always check carefully but this does not go as
far as checking measurements, because any
"conversion" is usually detectable without
going to such lengths. However, on reexamining the pair I was intrigued and thoug ht
it advisable to get the opinion of one of
Switzerland's leading experts, who replied as
follows: "The Gutter pair with 10m/m hole
puzzles re, but it is definitely not 526. It
is known that small divergencies in the size
of punched holes exist due to the method of
production. The sheets were punched through
in bundles and this also explains why occasionally the holes are not quite round and show
tears and damage on the inside of the circles".
Our client was quite happy to possess this
interesting pair. *

International
Stamp Exhibition
Earls Court
London
6-14 May 1980

Switzerland was
honoured with a
Souvenir sheet at
this Exhibition,
depicting the
famous ZURICH 4.
With the co-operation of the
British Library,
Walsall Security
Printers Ltd.,
reproduced this
first lithograph
stamp on a 19th .
How that we have got our breath back after
century Litho
Earls Court, it is not too late to take stock
Stone press, using
of what it meant from the Swiss Collector's
original craft
point of view.
techniques. This
The conditions under which exhibits were dishandsome inexpenplayed in the frames, whether in the Court of
sive "Miniature
Honour or for normal competitors, were superb
Sheet" belongs inas regards lighting and space for viewers to
to every Swiss Collection. We anticipate
Once one hod obtained and mastered considerable demand but must ration clients to
circulate.
the catalogue, it was even fairly easy to
a maximum of 5 sheets. The post free price
The dealers'
locate any specific exhibit.
per copy is £1.15 (inland clients please add
stands were attractive and convenient, and the
V.A.T.).
form of carpeting throughout the show made it
quieter and less tiring than many we can think
of.
For the Swiss specialist there was a most exThe reader of this little column may be forhilarating quantity of fabulous material
given if he thinks that our office resembles a
coupled with the results of really valuable re- mainline railway station! There certainly have
search. The judges evidently shared this view
been a number of changes since our last issue
as they awarded Swiss exhibits Large Golds,
and as many of our clients like to address
Golds, Vermeil, Silvers, Silver-bronze and
their letters personally to members of our
A Gold medal received by Mr.
Bronze medals.
staff we like to keep them informed of our
Gunther of Basel was richly deserved for a
internal "comings and goings". Let me hasten
Proof and Essay display which can hardly be
to say that faces may change but the high
equalled by anyone else, so much of its early
standard of service we aim for does not?
A
material being, by its very nature, unique.
Our 74 year old youngster, Wing Commander R.F.
Vermeil was awarded for a Helvetic Republic
display by Harlan F. Stone of New York, beauti- Bulstrode, for the first time in his life "got
caught" and has married a young bride, 85 years
ful material excellently written up.
of age! This entailed a move out of London
Other displays collectively made one wonder
and consequently his retirement. However, his
whether 4 Rp. Zurichs and 4c. Vauds on cover
are really rare - or had they ALL come to Earls enormous experience remains at our disposal
and he will continue to edit the "Swiss
By contrast Basel Doves seem to have
Court?
Philatelist". We wish him and his bride many happy
kept away, except of course for the quite
years together.
shattering cover in the Swiss P.T.T. display,
bearing the largest number of Basel Doves ever
Miss Yvonne Katcher is also leaving us shortly
One cover, in a postal
seen in one franking.
- to have a baby! We hasten to add that she
history exhibit, was "out of this world",
has been married for four years but continued
having travelled from Winterthur to Manila in
to use her maiden name in her professional
It was originally franked
pre-U.P.U. days.
capacity. Can we hope for a future stamp
with two Strubels, but on its journey the Fr.1 licker?
value had been partly covered by a red and blue
Mrs Chelia Boxall who started with this firm
4 anna India stamp, correctly applied and canin 1960 and after a few years abroad re-joined
celled at Singapore!
The journey took six
us in 1976, has decided that she would like a
weeks and the cover is really beautiful.
new challenge in her work and has left us for
Awards were made in the General, Postal Hisa firm of accountants.
tory, Air Mail and Catalogue classes, the
We always believe that staff replacements,
Amateur Collector's Switzerland Catalogue
(Continued on page 12)
subject to suitable
receiving a Bronze Medal.

The 5t
Rayed Star"

(Continued from page 2)

•

"

produce two sheets of 100 stamps at a time
(the remaining 50 clichés were to be :pares).
4). No plates were ever made. 100 clichés
were singly assembled and held in place by
an iron box surround. We therefore have two
boxed surrounds each of frames and value
figures. 5). After each run of printing
these had to be dismantled to remove clogged
ink and re-assembled before the next print
could start. 6). Printers were under strict
instructions to hand back to the postal
authorities all sheets of paper spoilt during
printing or those used at the start of each
printing process in the "warm up" of the
machines. 7). The printers were asked to
produce first the most important values (lc.,
5c., 10c. and 50c.) which were scheduled for
issue on July 1st 1878. 8). we know that
1,362,675 copies (all that were ever printed)
of the lc. value were ready on June 17th but
the printers stopped production at that point
and the 5c. value was not produced until June
22nd (724,725 copies). 9). Reason for this
5 Jay break was the following: the rayed
star in the centre of the frame was too fine
and "clogged" during printing. The printers
weredissatisfied with the result and complained
to the Post Office. If they were to produce
a neat job the centres would have to be
cleaned out by machine and figures of value
printed on a white background. Permission
to carry out this work was given immediately
and 250 clichés (i.e. even the spares) ,'-ad
the rayed star designs removed.

their way into the printing form. This
theory is not attractive. Imagine a complete
sheet of white background stamps with two odd
ones sticking out like a sore thumb, this
surely would have immediately been noticed.
c). When starting the 5c. printing the
printer , having economy of paper in mind,
used a discarded sheet of rayed star frames
(without value figures) to try out the
centering of the 5c. figures. He then forgot
to remove this when printing the normal 5c.
run. Quite possible - but this would mean
that at least 100 (and possibly 200) of the
error were printed. In the light of the only
known copy after 101 years not a theory I
could subscribe to. d). Having been quite
unhappy with the result of the lc. printings
and to reinforce his complaint to the Post
Office the printer insetted half a dozen
or even ten 5c. clichés into a frame of
1 c's, printed two sheets (one for himself
and one for the Postal
Authorities); inadvertently his sheet found its way into the
finished prints and arrived at oui little
Post Office in the Thurgau.
We all must take our pick or the above choices
which I am sure are not the only ones in the
final analysis. None of us can really know
what happened. But we do know that we are
richer by one great philatelic rarity.
There now are three unique stamps in the
world, all equally rare: The lc. British
Guyana, the Sweden 3 Skilling Banco and
Switzerland's 5c. RAYED STAR.•

From here on everything is conjecture , some
of the following possibilities could have
been responsible for our rarity.
a). Once during the several cleaning processes
necessary when printing the large number, of
1c stamps, a framed iron box was dropped `or
disturbed with the result that one of the
cliches disappeared somewhere under a bench
or was damaged. The app: entice too', a
replacement and his hand strayed into the 5c.
spares instead of the lc. This would be the
most satisfactory explanation because it
would mean that only a few copies of the error
could have been produced. The discovery after
a delay of 100 years of the first copy would
rot be unnatural.
b). It was thought that all 250 clichés had the
rayed star centre removed but that in fact
one or two were overlooked . When the printing
of the 5c. value took place one or two found
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applicants being available, should come from
our wide circle of clients and we are pleased
to announce that we have been fortunate in
securing, on a part time basis, the
enthusiastic and knowledgeable Mr.Douglas
Houtris, a well known member of the Helvetia
Philatelic Society.
H.L.KATCHER

